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Uniting four divisions – Flexible Packaging,  
Envelopes and Stationery, Direct Marketing,  
and Digital Services – the Wipf Group serves  
its customers with an extensive portfolio of  
deliverables. Quality and innovation guarantee  
success: for the customer and for us. The Wipf  
Group is fit for the future and committed to 
the motto “Innovation starts here”.
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Wipf Group  |  Change in management

Changing of the 
guard! 
Hans-Jörg Aerni is 
the new CEO of the 
Wipf Group.
He succeeds Christian Wipf who 
after 23 years at the helm is 
stepping down with confidence. 
Hans-Jörg Aerni has been CEO 
of Elco AG in Brugg since 2002. 
As from 1 July 2020, he has 
been guiding the tradition-rich 
family enterprise with the same 
foresight and entrepreneurial 
spirit. Christian Wipf remains 
the Chairman of the Board of 
the Wipf Group.

Where innovation and farsigh- 
tedness meet: The Wipf Group 
remains loyal to traditional 
Swiss values such as depen- 
dability, confidence, and quality. 
The Group is active in Innovative 
Packaging Solutions, Envelopes 
& Stationery, Direct Marketing, 
and Digital Services. 

Wipf Group: Hans-Jörg Aerni, Christian Wipf
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Report of the Board of Directors

Board of Directors (from left): Philipp Sutter, Christian Wipf, Chairman, Markus Diggelmann

The report year was replete with challenges. After years of 
growth, the Wipf Group had to absorb a revenue decline by 
5% to CHF 169 million (PY CHF 179 million) in the year un-
der review.

The economic scenario
The Corona pandemic and the often severe measures 
introduced to mitigate it plunged the global economy 
into a deep recession. Fortunately, the infection rates 
have meanwhile subsided or are now at least stable in 
many major economies.

The pandemic countermeasures curtailed production 
and consumption options which in many countries resul-
ted in an economic collapse during the second quarter. In 
the meantime, numerous countries have started to ease 
the restrictions. Initial indicators suggest that business ac-
tivity is gradually rebounding. The global economy is only 
slowly recovering from the consequences.

Review of financial 2019/2020
The Covid-19 crisis impacted the Wipf Group’s sales and 
profits. One positive factor is the EBITDA trend which de-
spite the difficult economic situation stabilised. Net in-
come of the Wipf Group closed slightly lower than a year 
ago. The operating result was again burdened by adverti-
sing market-dependent acquisitions transacted in earlier 
financial years as well as by foreign investments that suf-
fered from the Corona-related decline in orders from Chi-
nese customers. Goodwill writeoffs on prior-year acquisi-
tions encumbered the result. Investments in fixed assets 
remained high at CHF 10.9 million (PY CHF 10.6 million) 
and were wholly financed internally thanks to high cash 
flows from operating activities. Despite a new acquisiti-
on, net financial assets increased in the year under re-
view. The equity ratio closed at a solid 55.3%. The new 
acquisition relates to the Karten4you online portal in the 
Business-to-Consumer market that is now integrated in 
Elco AG. 

The head count declined slightly with now 590 employees 
(PY 606).

Outlook for financial 2020/2021
While postal mail volumes in Switzerland are still trending 
down, existing online activities handled by Flyerline 
Schweiz AG and Stickerella AG continue to grow. The 
new online shops of www.myelco.ch operated by Elco 
AG as well as the www.karten4you.ch postcard portal 
are evolving well.

In the domain of Digital Services and Direct Marketing, we 
expect only a slow recovery of the advertising market in 
the project business, which is why we adjusted our cost 
structure. RC-Film Co. Ltd. (joint venture 50/50%), our for-
eign investment in Thailand, did not attain the expected 
increase in sales due to the early onset of the pandemic in 
China that entailed order cancellations. Here, after the 
economic recovery in Asia, we expect a positive contribu-
tion to the result. 

A glimpse of the future
Thanks to the measures undertaken to curb the spread of 
the Coronavirus, it has been alleviated in Switzerland for 
the time being. The number of daily infections swiftly  
declined starting in early April and by the end of June had 
settled at a low level. Accordingly, lockdown-related mea-
sures have been gradually eased since the end of April. 
The economic scenario has improved as a result. Various 
industries were able to resume operations. Moreover, the 
impact of the Coronavirus crisis on businesses and 
households has been cushioned somewhat thanks to  
fiscal and monetary policy interventions. Nonetheless, the 
crisis is likely to persist for some time. The increase of new 
infections since July is troubling. In view of the recession-
related income erosion and weak development abroad, 
we expect that consumption and investments will lag be-
hind expectations for quite some time looking forward. 

The Wipf Group is on a stable course 
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Report of the Board of Directors

Environment and risks
Uncertainties caused by the Corona crisis remain signi-
ficant. The main concerns relate to the possibility of a 
second infection wave and of a further lockdown. The 
effects of the crisis in the medium term on the demand 
behaviour of consumers are difficult to predict. For us, a 
stronger focus on regional value chains offers the best 
outlook for success. 

Worrying aspects include the fragile world economy, the 
escalating trend toward protectionism, and globally grow- 
ing sovereign debt. Additionally, anxieties regarding the 
strength of the Swiss franc have intensified. In our opinion, 
the debt amassed by the government and also by compa-
nies constitutes a further risk.

Group Management (from left): Roger Didden, Head of Finance (FP), Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel, Head of Flexible Packaging Division (FP),  

Hans-Jörg Aerni, CEO Wipf Group, Roman Martin, Head of Finance (ESD), John Zoellin, CEO Elco AG, Oliver Fankhauser, CEO Wipf AG

By region 2019/2020 2018/2019

CHF m CHF m

Net sales 169.0 178.7

Switzerland 106.0 105.9

EU/EEA 47.0 55.1

Other countries 16.0 17.7

By division 2019/2020 2018/2019

CHF m CHF m

Net sales 169.0 178.7

Flexible Packaging 78.0 82.7

Envelopes & Stationery 59.0 60.8

Direct Marketing 12.5 13.7

Digital Services 19.5 21.5

Turnover by division

(100% = CHF 169.0 m)

 Flexible Packaging 46% (PY 46%)

  Envelopes & Stationery 35% (PY 34%)

  Direct Marketing 7% (PY 8%)

 Digital Services 12% (PY 12%)

Turnover by region

(100% = CHF 169.0 m)

 Switzerland 63% (PY 59%)

  EU/EEA 28% (PY 31%)

 Other countries 9% (PY 10%)

Changing of the guard in the Wipf Group effective  
1 July 2020 
After my 23-year tenure as CEO, I look forward to trans-
ferring the operational responsibility of the Wipf Group to 
Hans-Jörg Aerni, who has been CEO of Elco AG in Brugg 
since 2002. As the new CEO of our tradition-steeped fa-
mily enterprise, Hans-Jörg Aerni will manage it success-
fully for all stakeholders. I will continue to serve the Wipf 
Group as Chairman of the Board.

A word of thanks
My gratitude goes to all of our customers for their ongoing 
trust in these difficult times. They can always count on us 
to deliver products and services that meet the most am-
bitious expectations. Our business partners also deserve 
a big thank you for their goodwill and their commitment.  
I am very proud of the performance of our employees. 
With unfaltering dedication, they have been forging the 
success of our company and that of our customers.

Brugg, 31 August 2020

Christian H. Wipf
Chairman



Successful team 
player? When 
pharmaceutical 
products and 
innovative packaging 
solutions meet 
satisfied customers.
Well packaged for sure:  
Wipf Innovative Packaging 
Solutions produces laminates 
and pouches that comply with 
the most ambitious require- 
ments. For food, pet food,  
non food, and pharma.

Wipf AG, Volketswil

Wipf AG, Flexible Packaging
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Oliver Fankhauser, Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel Wipf AG: Roll slitter with a packaging robot

Flexible Packaging 2019/2020 2018/2019

CHF m CHF m

Net sales 78.0 82.7

Food 38.3 42.8

Pet Food 15.1 13.6

Non Food, Pharma, Medical 24.6 26.3

For several years now, environmental protection has 
been a big issue in packaging. Driven in part by envi-
ronmental activists, consumers want less or even no 
packaging and – if it cannot be avoided – then at least 
not made of plastic. This resulted in initial bans on 
plastic products and tarnished the reputation of pack- 
aging.

The Covid-19 pandemic turned the situation totally up-
side down. In view of the virus, no one wants to buy 
products that are not safely packaged. Transparent 
plastics are now welcome again because consumers 
 

want to actually see the food items despite the pa- 
ckaging. Regardless of the current situation, the evolu-
tion of recyclable packaging continues with a focus on 
protective functionality. Here, in many projects, we 
made progress during the year under review or achie-
ved our goals. Thus, in existing packaging solutions, we 
improved sustainability with monomaterial approaches 
and attained greater acceptance. 

The Covid-19 pandemic affected businesses to vary-
ing degrees. In Asia, entire industries – including the 
packaging industry – were shut down. At RC-Film in 
 

Thailand, for example, demand from China totally col-
lapsed early last year. In Europe, the lockdown resulted 
in panic-buying and more consumption at home. This 
triggered a strong demand for packaging designed for 
long-life products, which in the second half of the year 
had a positive impact on our sales.

Wipf AG
The changing of the guard at Wipf AG from Hans-Rudolf 
Schafflützel to Oliver Fankhauser took place smoothly. The 
new leadership team swiftly demonstrated its competence 
in this difficult year.

A decisive year

Sales declined again due to market disruptions. None- 
theless, we look to the future with optimism. To estab- 
lish a solid platform for growth in the coming years, we 
began quite some time ago to kick off various develop-
ment projects. The emerging shift from food to non-food 
continues. It illustrates a considerable demand mainly for 
our innovative solutions in the non-food sector.  

Turnover Flexible Packaging

(100% = CHF 78.0 m)

 Food 49% (PY 52%)

  Pet Food 19% (PY 16%)

 Non Food, Pharma, Medical 32% (PY 32%)
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Michel Werkzeugbau AG: Production hall in Nänikon 

In the food segment, we were delighted to energetically 
embrace the challenge of leveraging monomaterial pack- 
aging (based on polypropylene, for example). This will 
allow us to make an important contribution to recycling 
and the circular flow economy.

Despite the difficult times, earnings did not slump. We 
generated the funds needed for further investments, for 
example for a roll slitter with a packaging robot, in-house. 

Wipf Doypak in Istanbul
The scenario in Turkey has not really improved. Unfor-
tunately, an inflation rate most recently of 12% with a 

related depreciation of the currency is the new normal. 
Nonetheless, in this very difficult environment, we were 
able to successfully stand our ground with retortable 
pouches, valves, and other products.

RC-Film Thailand (Joint Venture 50/50%)
The defined goals for the past business year were unat-
tainable for us due to the highly fluctuating demand from 
China (due to Covid-19). Encouraging results were achie-
ved mainly with new products that we adapted to speci-
fic customer requirements, for example in India. Our ef-
forts were rewarded. Therefore, we are particularly 
delighted to have been awarded several commendations 

as an excellent supplier. We have big plans for the imme-
diate future. Our aim is to grow by another 50% and thus 
generate sales clearly in excess of CHF 10 million.

Michel Werkzeugbau AG
Effective 1 January 2019, we acquired Michel Werkzeug-
bau AG and quickly realised that we could not achieve 
further growth in the existing production halls. In the last 
financial year, we therefore invested over CHF 5 million in 
a completely new infrastructure and with it expanded 
production at the new site in Nänikon. Shortly thereafter, 
the existing injection moulding systems were moved to 
the new location. With the highly modern and larger pro-
duction facility, we are well prepared for the future. 

Future outlook
The challenges we face in various markets will continue 
to occupy us. But in the financial year just ended, we 
proved that despite the hectic environment and a num-
ber of uncertainties, the systematic pursuit of our ob-
jectives and innovative solutions appeal to our custo-
mers.

Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel
Head of Flexible Packaging Division



My personal secret? 
I write letters – 
and receive letters. 
Those are always 
joyful moments. 
Handwritten words 
are endearing and 
enduring.
For the office and the home 
office: Writing pads, Ordo 
folders, envelopes – the ELCO 
range is extensive and includes 
everything you need.

Elco AG, Brugg

Elco AG, Envelopes & Stationery
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John Zoellin, Hans-Jörg Aerni

Investments in sustainability
Apart from other initiatives to launch new and sustain- 
able products, we also dedicated a major infrastructure 
investment this year to the significant reduction of our 
CO2 footprint. We are continuously reducing our CO2 

emissions and making an important contribution to the 
environment with ecologically sound and sustainable 
production. Such measures, incidentally, by far surpass 
regulatory requirements. This gives us the ability to 
address the need for the ecologically sound manage-
ment of resources.

Envelopes & Stationery 2019/2020 2018/2019

CHF m CHF m

Net sales 59.0 60.8

Key accounts 24.5 21.7

Retail 20.7 24.2

Graphic arts industry 9.7 10.3

Export 4.1 4.6

Second half-year characterises Elco’s business 
trend
Elco’s performance in the first nine months of the last 
financial year was very encouraging. In the envelope 
segment, we were able to gain market share. Starting 
in March, there was a noticeable decline in demand 
across all four sales channels in the wake of the Co-
vid-19 pandemic. As regards direct business, we 
mainly felt hesitation in our customers’ marketing de-
partments. Many direct mail campaigns were suspen-
ded. Fortunately in this phase, statement mailings by 
banks, telecommunications providers, and insurance 
companies remained largely stable. Conversely, cus-
tomers in the graphic arts industry were very reluctant 
as reflected by the smaller order volumes. Our retail 

operations were hit hard by the lockdown because it 
required us to close our primary sales channels. The 
only workaround was distribution via e-commerce, 
which resulted in high growth rates in this channel. Ex-
ports also suffered in the crisis. Overall, the excep- 
tional market situation in the second half-year caused 
sales to decline in all four business lines.

Focus on expansion of online activities
We intensified the focus on online activities. This also 
impacted our organisation. The online segment will now 
be managed as an independent unit. We are scaling up 
our activities in B2B (Business to Business) and B2C 
(Business to Consumer). myelco.ch is the website of 
Elco AG; its integrated shop mainly targets business 

Still well underway

Elco AG: ELCO Ordo zero

customers. All of the products in our range are presen-
ted in a well-organised layout and available online. In a 
next step, we will define new categories that can be of-
fered online, allowing us to gradually evolve the shop in 
the direction of a platform. Our Karten4you.ch shop has 
been operational as a B2C channel since October 2019. 
The website supports the convenient creation of per-
sonalised party or wedding invitations, birth announce-
ments, and much more. Karten4you is growing and we 
are regularly adding new designs.

Thanks to an ingenious technology, our designs can 
also be ordered with gold and silver foil stamping. This 
accommodates the wishes of many consumers, espe-
cially on Christmas and wedding cards. 

Turnover Envelopes & Stationery

(100% = CHF 59.0 m)

 Key accounts 42% (PY 36%)

  Retail 35% (PY 40%)

  Graphic arts industry 16% (PY 17%)

 Export 7% (PY 7%)
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Festag AG: Linea Verde

Sales at Festag AG influenced by Corona
In the second half of the financial year (January to June), 
the pandemic overshadowed the latent discussion con-
cerning plastic tableware somewhat, although a sustain- 
able tableware range remains fit for the future. 

The Corona effect severely impacted us in April and 
May. The lockdown and the ban on gatherings were the 
main causes of the decline in single-use tableware be-
cause parties were prohibited nationwide. The sale of 
napkins stagnated in gastronomy, an important channel 
for us. Success with wooden cutlery and new plastic-
free cardboard cups with fresh designs for retail custo-
mers was buoyed by the market. Additional listings of 
monochrome napkins for the same customer group 
were very encouraging.

Linea Verde, new brand for ecological tableware
The launch of the new Linea Verde line is a milestone in 
the history of Festag AG. We are receiving highly positive 
feedback from the market for the new brand with ecologi-
cal single-use tableware, ecological napkins, and can-
dles. Further, we have developed an attractive POS con-
cept to draw attention to the new line at the point of sale. 
Our new Linea Verde range is expected to attract many 
new resellers.

Positive outlook
We are convinced that the situation will improve in the 
coming months. Our optimism is also based on the 
strength of our distribution concept, extremely commit-
ted employees, and Elco’s high brand awareness as 
well as the new initiatives that we have in our pipeline. 
The new Linea Verde brand that we are launching at 
Festag AG justifies ambitious expectations because 
the demand for a contemporary and sustainable alter-
native to classic tableware is significant. 

John Zoellin, CEO
Division Envelopes & Stationery 



Now that’s ingenious! 
I just got a mail from 
my favourite store. 
The new collection is 
arriving tomorrow. 
And I’ll be there!
Success strategy with a future: 
Swiss Direct Marketing is the 
perfect partner when the issue 
is personalised multichannel 
direct marketing campaigns 
with enhanced response. 

Swiss Direct Marketing AG, 
Brugg

Swiss Direct Marketing AG, Direct Marketing
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Short turnaround in projects 
The overall economic situation has always had an impact 
on the implementation of projects. In economically dif-
ficult times, marketing expenditures are often curtailed 
and projects are initiated only reluctantly or on a short-
term basis. Once again, this turned out to be true in the 
Corona crisis after the lockdown. Firmly scheduled activi-
ties were spontaneously suspended or postponed. Mo-
reover, the homeoffice movement and the growing com-
plexity of project work it entailed resulted in the 
cancellation of many projects or their adjournment to a 
later date. This is also reflected by our sales that on ac-
count of the pandemic failed to reach the prior-year level. 
Nonetheless, we are optimistic because this will cause a 
backlog. It is expected to manifest itself starting in the fall 
of 2020 and then, especially in the spring next year. 

New market-centric alignment 
Swiss Direct Marketing’s objective is to become even 
more customer-centric. Our entire organisation was re- 
oriented to rapidly recognise the new need among cus-
tomers for speed and know-how in direct marketing and 
to respond with appropriate solutions. Marketing and 
Sales were updated and internal processes enhanced at 
both the commercial and process technology levels. The 
innovations will be implemented and initiated in the au-
tumn of 2020. Preparations were already underway in 
the report year, despite the lockdown and difficult oper- 
ational circumstances.

Specialist for personalised communication 
Marketing and communication today use multiple chan-
nels. It has been proven that the combination of online 

and offline generates more response. We leverage that 
systematically and create successful solutions. Our spe-
cialists design concepts such that recipients can be ac-
tivated across numerous channels. We have the neces-
sary know-how in consulting and conceptualisation, in 
programming and IT, as well as in execution.

Further investments in latest technologies 
The crisis did not deter us from continuing to invest in 
latest-generation technologies. Already highly modern, 
the ProStream printing system was further upgraded. 
The machine is now able to process a wide range of 
paper weights and different levels of printing quality. In 
conversion as well, systems are now being deployed 
that enable more efficient production. Security is also a 
key issue. A modern camera system now allows proces-
ses to be visually monitored on a permanent basis.

Evolution as a solutions provider 
Swiss Direct Marketing offers know-how in personalised 
communication across all channels and can rely on de-
cades of experience. We want to harness this unique ex-
pertise and handle more projects in our capacity as a 
solutions provider. This allows us to fulfil the expectations 

Direct marketing with new opportunities

of our customers who seek greater response with direct 
marketing. 

Western Switzerland is still in a reassuring trend 
Despite the Corona crisis, Swiss Mailing House has 
evolved very favourably. The specialists in Givisiez have 
also established themselves as total solutions providers 
in direct marketing and thus posted growth in spite of 
the crisis. Also, Swiss Mailing House invested heavily 
again. A new enveloping machine with an integrated ca-
mera and integrated printing system has already deli-
vered excellent results in operations. But there’s more. 
The company also invested in personnel and thus gained 
know-how. And last but not least, the offices were  
modernised. Overall, the situation in Western Switzer-
land is very encouraging and offers plenty of potential for 
a successful future.

Hans-Jörg Aerni, CEO 
Division Direct Marketing

Hans-Jörg Aerni, Jonathan Picco Review of a mailing after upgrading the camera system

Direct Marketing 2019/2020 2018/2019

CHF m CHF m

Net sales 12.5 13.7

Key accounts 8.5 10.7

Converters 1.6 1.1

Agencies 1.7 1.3

Service providers 0.7 0.6

Turnover Direct Marketing

(100% = CHF 12.5 m)

 Key accounts 68% (PY 79%)

  Converters 13% (PY 8%)

  Agencies 13% (PY 9%)

 Service providers 6% (PY 4%)



Sustainable thinking 
and acting is deeply 
rooted in our DNA 
and accompanies us 
on a daily basis. 
Flyerline is not only 100% 
climate-neutral but also 
develops and produces 
products that improve our 
environmental footprint: 
collection bins for PET 
recycling, exhibition stands, 
furniture and POS materials 
made of recyclable honeycomb 
cardboard as well as packaging 
with sustainable raw materials.

Flyerline Schweiz AG, Altnau

Flyerline Schweiz AG, Digital Services
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100% climate-neutral
We advocate climate-neutral printing for a sustainable 
future. As a company, we want to make a contribution to 
sustainability as well as to climate protection so that fu-
ture generations can structure their lives as freely as we 
can today. For this reason, Flyerline Schweiz AG is ma-
naged with a climate-neutral approach. No additional 
costs or extra effort are involved on the part of our cus-
tomers. With an identification label, they can point out 
that their printed matter was produced in Switzerland in 
a climate-neutral process.

Sustainable and innovative products
For several years now, we have been continuously ex-
panding our range with many sustainable and innovative 
products. The focus has been and still is on materialisa-
tion. We use only sustainable and recyclable materials 
that also meet the requirements of our customers in eve-
ry other respect. In the financial year just ended, we have 
clearly broadened our scope in the domains of pack- 
aging, POS, and displays. Thanks to our enlarged deve-
lopment department, we were also able to initialise and 
implement many innovative projects. 

Leading edge in online printing
Flyerline is not only Switzerland’s currently leading online 
printing house but was also the country’s first online 
printer when our website went live in 2002. During the 
past 18 years, the original printed matter shop was re-
peatedly extended and optimised with new shop func-
tions. Most recently, the shop solution was totally revam-
ped about 8 years ago. At first, a limited product line of 
flyers and posters was made available. Today, our more 
than 135,000 customers have access to an extensive 
range of products. Since the fall of 2019, we have been 
working on a totally new shop solution with our partners. 
It will be even more customer-centric and matches our 
growth strategy. The new shop will go online this fall. 

Thanks to the attractive lineup but also due to many in-
novative and exciting features, we are convinced that in 
Switzerland, we can define the benchmark for online 
procurement of printed matter. 

Investments for sustainable and sound growth 
In the past years, Flyerline has been continually invest- 
ing – with a vision and an eye for the future. We did this 
last year as well: in machinery and technology, but 
also in our most important asset: our personnel. We 
arranged and funded continuing education, trained 
apprentices, and adjusted and optimised our human 
resources structures. So even as regards staffing, we 
are always on demand for the further pursuit of our 
goals. 

Innovative and dynamic even in difficult times
The current Covid crisis also had an impact on Flyerline 
Schweiz AG. But with many innovative products that we 

Flyerline Schweiz AG assumes responsibility 

implemented within the scope of our production capabi-
lities, we were able to cope quite well with the adversi-
ties, mainly during the lockdown. Yet again, the Flyerline 
team demonstrated its energetic and innovative spirit. 

Steffen Tomasi, CEO 
Flyerline Schweiz AG

Steffen Tomasi HP Scitex 17000



You can really do 
that? Great! With 
creative branding on 
our vehicle fleet, we 
want to significantly 
increase awareness 
for our company and 
our services.
Can’t do is not in our vocabulary: 
Christinger is the innovative 
display technology professional 
for out-of-home advertising, 
POS, signage, and space 
design. To boost the customer 
experience, we offer digital 
signage solutions for indoor and 
outdoor applications.

Christinger AG, Brugg

Christinger AG, Digital Services
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Top-flight position
The relocation to Brugg in the spring of 2019 paid off 
further in the report year. Thanks to our top-flight infra-
structure, we were able to optimise many processes. In 
the new attractive showroom, visitors can acquaint 
themselves with a multitude of materials, production op-
tions, and our competencies in the field of digital sign- 
age. The best implementation possibilities can be dis-
cussed right on site in direct contact with our specialists. 

Investment in a unique digital press
In March 2020, Christinger AG commissioned a new 
high-performance AGFA digital printing system. It estab-
lishes new benchmarks in Switzerland in the domain of 
six-colour printing plus white. The system links the ana-
logue world with our digital product range because now, 
in both applications, high-resolution imaging has be-
come possible. The new digital press gives our custo-
mers new choices in printing on a variety of different 
materials. Additionally, it stands out with fantastic print- 
ing quality and unmatched printing speed.

Thanks to this investment, we yet again reaffirmed our re-
putation as an innovative trailblazer in new technologies.

Bundled know-how
Christinger AG is now firmly rooted at the new location in 
Brugg. Improved efficiency in workflows as well as the 
lower cost basis already had a positive effect on the 
business result starting in the first quarter. The leverage 
of synergies with Elco AG, Swiss Direct Marketing AG 
and Festag AG has borne fruit. On this solid platform, we 
continue to improve processes and harness the syner-
gies between all group companies even more profitably. 

Strength through competencies and innovation 
Christinger has strengthened its competence with the 
systematic development of know-how. The project ma-
nagement team offers customers a holistic package for 
the implementation of complex projects from planning to 
execution. In many projects, this approach has paid off 
for our customers. We also take care of details, act with 
anticipation, and perfectly accompany projects with dy-
namic interaction. Conceptual know-how was consoli-
dated as well. Customers benefit from our experience 
and the extensive know-how of our specialists. Whether 
film applications, modern space design, the combina- 
tion of analogue signage solutions with the digital world 
or moving images and their content, Christinger offers 
high-end market-compatible solutions in all disciplines.  

Fully motivated team
Know-how, innovation, and latest-generation technolo-
gy are ingredients with which Christinger AG intends to 
continue its success story. But the key assets are our 
staff members who enthusiastically and passionately 
move the company forward. The Christinger team de-
monstrates this spirit even in an era where many things 
are more uncertain than ever before. This year, the staff 
members forged a strong team spirit and further 
strengthened their competencies. For the benefit of our 
customers and for our success looking forward. 

Growth is the objective
The Covid-19 pandemic also impacted Christinger AG 
with a decline in sales. Many projects were cancelled or 

Christinger continues to invest in its future

postponed. But we used this period to further optimise
our processes and perfectly master the new digital prin-
ting system. We also redoubled our sales and marketing 
efforts. Therefore, we are confident that when the situa-
tion normalises, we are excellently positioned to profita-
bly leverage our extensive know-how – for the benefit of 
our customers and our company.

We are delighted that thanks to our many genuine inno-
vations as well as proven competencies, our customers 
appreciate us as a provider of modern and cost-effect- 
ive signage solutions.

Renato Bolt, CEO 
Martin Blättler, COO
Christinger AG

Martin Blättler, Renato Bolt Agfa digital printing machine
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Governance and senior management

Wipf Holding AG
Wildischachen 
CH-5201 Brugg
Tel. +41 56 462 82 00
Fax +41 56 462 83 27
info@wipfgruppe.ch
www.wipfgroup.com

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH,
Chairman and Executive Director
Markus Diggelmann, St. Gallen SG
Philipp Sutter, Bremgarten AG

Wipf Management AG
Wildischachen
CH-5201 Brugg
Tel. +41 56 462 82 01
Fax +41 56 462 83 27
info@wipfgruppe.ch
www.wipfgroup.com

Group Management
Hans-Jörg Aerni, CEO
Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel,
Head of Flexible Packaging Division (FP)
Oliver Fankhauser, CEO Wipf AG,
John Zoellin, CEO Elco AG
Roger Didden, Head of Finance (FP)
Roman Martin, Head of Finance (ESD)

Wipf AG
Industriestrasse 29
CH-8604 Volketswil
Tel. +41 44 947 22 11
Fax +41 44 947 22 89
info@wipf.ch
www.wipf.ch

Board of Directors
Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel,
Niederurnen GL, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
Oliver Fankhauser, Rupperswil AG
Executive Committee
Oliver Fankhauser, CEO
Roger Didden, CFO
Malte Jonsson
Stefan Sigrist
Othmar Wohlhauser, CTO
Finance and Controlling
Roger Didden
Human Resources
Giulia Hermann
Information Technology
Bryan Ruther
Sales
Malte Jonsson
Melanie Hauser
Marketing
Karin Marino
Order Management
Piero Rapagna
Plant Management
Stefan Sigrist
Sourcing
Yvonne Zuberbühler
Research & Development
Othmar Wohlhauser
Fabian Tanner
Quality Management
Dario Tomas

Elco AG
Wildischachen
CH-5201 Brugg
Tel. +41 56 462 80 00
Fax +41 56 462 80 80
info@myelco.ch
www.myelco.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
Executive Committee
John Zoellin, CEO
Roman Martin, CFO
Fabienne von Stauffenberg
Finance and Controlling
Roman Martin
Human Resources
Daniela Ziegler
Information Technology and Logistics
Zeno Niederöst
Sourcing
Fabrizio Sommovigo
Research & Development
Daniel N. Zuber
Sales
Dominik Nussbaumer (Graphic arts 
industry)
Dölf Sturzenegger (Direct business)
Stephan Zehnder (Export)
Stephan Zwick (Trade)
Gregor Gross (Sales office)
Pascal Krebs (Sales office)
Marketing & Online Business 
Development
Fabienne von Stauffenberg
Production
Etienne Meyer

Swiss Direct Marketing AG
Wildischachen
CH-5201 Brugg
Tel. +41 56 462 85 00
Fax +41 56 462 85 58
info@mysdm.ch
www.mysdm.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
Executive Committee
Hans-Jörg Aerni, CEO
Roman Martin, CFO
Sales
Chris Köppel
Christian Riziotis (Sales office)
Marketing
Nadine Krienbühl
Production
Fehmi Yildiz
Information Technology
Kurt Woodtli

Christinger AG
Wildischachenstrasse 30
CH-5200 Brugg
Tel. +41 44 738 10 20
Fax +41 44 738 10 28
office@christinger.ch
www.christinger.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
Executive Committee
Renato Bolt, CEO
Adrian Bärtschi, CFO
Martin Blättler, COO
Finance and Controlling, HR
Adrian Bärtschi
Sales
Renato Bolt
Marc Meier (Head Project Management)
Marketing
Giuliana Ambrosio
IT/Digital Signage
Daniel Zeier
Production and Information Technology
Martin Blättler

Flyerline Schweiz AG
Landstrasse 30
CH-8595 Altnau
Tel. +41 71 686 84 70
Fax +41 71 686 84 99
info@flyerline.ch
www.flyerline.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
Steffen Tomasi, Tägerwilen TG
Executive Committee
Steffen Tomasi, CEO
Stefano Biasella, CPO
Finance and Controlling
Simone Mohn
Human Resources
Bettina Perler
Sales and Marketing
Steffen Tomasi
Prduction
Stefano Biasella

RC-Film Co., Ltd
7/451 Moo 6, Amata City Industrial 
Estate Mabyangporn, 
Pluakdaeng
TH-Rayong 21140 
Tel. +66 38 9136 98
Fax +66 38 9136 99
info@rc-film.com
www.rc-film.com

Board of Directors
Ananchat Thangkasemvathana, 
Bangkok, Thailand
Chitraporn Tangsuwan,  
Bangkok, Thailand
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH
Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel, Niederurnen GL
Managing Director
Paponsun Manoonpanit, GM

Festag AG
Wildischachenstr. 30
CH-5200 Brugg
Tel. +41 44 855 60 00
Fax +41 44 855 60 05
info@festag.ch
www.festag.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
John Zoellin, Zürich
Executive Committee
Stephan Zwick, CEO
Sourcing/Sales
Uwe Sahmer
Finance and Controlling, HR
Angélique Felder

Michel Werkzeugbau AG
Grossenacherstrasse 1
CH-8605 Gutenswil
Tel. +41 44 945 42 63
info@michel-ag.ch
www.michel-ag.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel, Niederurnen GL
Executive Committee
Timo Brugger, CEO
Reto Michel

Stickerella AG
Wildischachen
CH-5201 Brugg
Tel. +41 56 462 82 82
info@stickerella.com
www.stickerella.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
Managing Director
Fabienne von Stauffenberg

Wipf Doypak Paketleme A.Ş.
Starlife Residence
İstanbul Cad. Ust Kume 
Sok. No: 2 D:66
Kemerburgaz-Göktürk
TR-Istanbul
Tel. +90 212 322 16 98 
Fax +90 212 322 16 40
info@wipfdoypak.com
www.wipfdoypak.com

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Rudolf Schafflützel, Niederurnen GL
Managing Director
Gülçin Gök

Swiss Mailing House SA
Route André-Piller 33D
CH-1762 Givisiez
Tel. +41 26 466 82 82
Fax +41 26 466 78 26
info@mysmh.ch
www.mysmh.ch

Board of Directors
Christian Wipf, Maur ZH, Chairman
Hans-Jörg Aerni, Brittnau AG
Managing Director
Jonathan Picco
Sales
Jonathan Picco
Marc Boesch
Stéphane Ramirez
Assistance
Brigit Zbinden
Production
José Ferreira
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